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Submission 4

To Whom it may concern
I am extremely concerned that there is corruption within our political system. I am greatly concerned that
corruption results in decisions being made by state & federal parliaments that is contrary to the wishes of the
electorate. I am concerned that our political processes are being subverted by lobby groups & businesses with big
wallets. I am concerned that political decisions are being made that results in actions that have deleterious impacts
on our economy, social fabric, & natural environmental.
I want to see a far reaching ICAC established that has the full powers of a Royal Commission, on an ongoing basis.
I want to know:
* Who (individuals & corporations) makes donations to political parties?
* How much do they donate?
* How often do they donate?
* What are the holding structures & entities for those donations?
* What has the money been spent on in the past?
* Exactly who in the party machine controls & allocates the money?
* Exactly which historical political decisions have been influenced by donations & bribes?
I want to see full forensic accounting for ALL political parties at Federal, State & Local government levels.
I want an ICAC that has the powers to hand over their findings to the Federal Police to press criminal charges against
offenders who are suspected of having subverted our democratic processes.
I want to see our democratic processes to have full transparency & integrity.
When the general public are intelligently informed, democratic processes can function as they were originally
intended. When citizens are equipped with the facts, they are able to make sensible decisions that will benefit all
sectors of our community & safeguard our natural assets.
Kind Regards
Elle Crush
Sent from my iPhone
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